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Set on a pineapple plantation in up-country Maui, the Hali'imaile General Store has lured travelers

for over a decade with its down-home, island-style cooking. Critics and diners rave about chef

Beverly Gannon's rustic, hearty fare, and the restaurant is a fixture on "Best of Maui" lists. THE

HALI'IMAILE GENERAL STORE COOKBOOK enables readers to bring the spirit of Maui and its

landmark restaurant into their own kitchen with over 100 recipes, accompanied by Beverly's warm,

chatty narrative. For all those locals and out-of-towners who've begged Beverly for recipes over the

years, she has this to say: "Well, folks, here's the book! And I hope every single copy gets

food-stained, dog-eared, and, most of all, enjoyed."
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Tourists returning from the Hawaiian Island of Maui bring back tales of a wonderful restaurant that's

called a "general store." Owner Beverly Gannon has recorded her cuisine in The Hali'imaile General

Store Cookbook.  Gannon's cuisine makes use of the islands' tropical bounty and prepares them

with a very contemporary sensibility. Thus uku (gray snapper) receives an ancho chile marinade

and a bed of corn salsa with ginger cream. Gannon helpfully offers substitutions for ingredients not

likely to appear in mainland supermarkets. Her chocolate macadamia nut pie should prove a

winning dessert for the chocoholic. Mark KnoblauchCopyright Â© American Library Association. All

rights reserved



"The Hali'imaile General Store is a vestige of the pineapple plantations era recast as an airy,

peach-colored restaurant that serves a smashing version of Hawaiian cuisine....At some point

during the meal I experienced a stunning, if subliterate and hardly original epiphany: Maui

good."--David Herndon, Travel & Leisure"[Beverly Gannon] offers insight into why she created

certain dishes or where she learned to make them."--Bon Appetit

We spent some time on Maui a few years ago and visited the General Store. It was a real treat...

especially the excellent food! So, when we saw this book on , we knew that we had to get it, hoping

to recreate some of our favorites. Upon receiving the book, we found it filled with excellent recipes

that were easy to make, beautiful photos and wonderful stories. Sadly, we cannot recreate some of

those famous recipes because we don't have access to some ingredients here in the landlocked

Midwest; but, that doesn't stop us from trying to escape back to the islands.

This is a really great cookbook reflecting beautiful, upscale preparations and presentations for every

day, local style food items. I recommend it for those who are home chefs in their own right, and

already have a passion for cooking and enjoy the process of making great food. I borrowed this

book from the library so many times, then finally bought it. Great sauces; great flavors and Pacific

Rim ingredient combinations. While now a few years old, it is a classic for anyone who can

appreciate Hawaii's Island Star Chef's and the perfect flavors and methods they collaborated on as

a culinary community to create this island food movement, now well integrated into the everyday

food scene in the islands. Chef Bev Gannon, author of this book, is one of my favorite chefs; her

restaurant quality recipes are made simple enough for home use, yet yield great return. I also love

the culinary talents of Island Chefs' Russel Siu of "3660, On The Rise", Alan Wong.. of many Alan

Wong cookbooks, and Jean Marie Josselin who put out a decade+ classic titled, "A taste of Hawaii".

All are wonderful editions, and additions to a good cook's library.

I think we've been to Bev Gannon's Hali'imaile General Store at least half a dozen times!It's a great

place in what the locals on Maui call "Up Country". Now you can share in the joythese recipes bring.

The Book is a great size. It fits nicely on a cookbook stand and is easy to read.I hate to go into

details that others here have already illuminated, but if you are looking for greatcollection of

Hawaiian inspired dishes or like our family; you are a fan of Bev and her lil' store, then look no

further!BTW - Food Network now has the recipe for Macadamia Nut Pie posted for all to enjoy![...]



We always eat at Hali'maile General Store when we're in Maui and I decided to buy their cookbook

and share Aloha with some of my friends. The recipes are presented in an easy to read format and

the photographs are gorgeous.I saved $12.00 per book by ordering through  and the shipping was

free with my Prime membership.

Really reflects the feel and flavor of Maui. Its like reading a history book of Maui with me in it!

Complicated recipes, but if followed, provides great food.

Gannon was one of the founding members of Pacific Rim Cuisine in Hawaii, which takes advantage

of local ingredients in creating a fusion of East and West. Her cookbook typifies that type of cuisine.

My favorite recipes are the desserts, especially the lilikoi tart. Wonderful book, beautiful photos, but

don't buy it solely for the crab boboli dip recipe, because it is NOT in there!

Living on the mainland is hard, especially when it comes to not being able to eat local foods! This

book really help with making dishes that I used to eat on Maui. This shipper shipped fast! Very

pleased
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